ABSTRACT One of the key components of the intelligent transport system is to provide a safe driving environment. The ability to quickly and accurately recognize the surrounding environments and neighboring vehicles is essential for the development of safety-related services to provide a safe driving environment. Currently, research in this field is being conducted based on the global positioning system (GPS), light detection and ranging, camera, and ranging sensors. However, the currently used sensors cannot recognize a wide range of vehicles because of their limited range of recognition. Moreover, GPS-based studies are highly affected by the surrounding environment because of the nature of GPS and have relatively high error rates and low rate of location information updates. The use of GPS-based location information for safetyrelated services can result in negative consequences. In this paper, we propose a new positioning system, called cooperative neighboring vehicle positioning system (CNVPS). The CNVPS rapidly identifies the locations of neighboring vehicles based on their information obtained through various sensors and shares this information with a wide range of neighboring vehicles over vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The CNVPS also compensates the position of a neighboring vehicle by applying the maximum likelihood estimation to the duplicated position observation of the other neighboring vehicles. The simulation results show that the CNVPS achieves approximately 370% improvement in location errors over GPS, assuming that the rootmean-squared error of GPS is 15 m. In addition, the proposed system has a location refresh cycle ten times faster than the existing GPS-based system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The most important factor in recent research on intelligent transportation system (ITS) is to consider the driver's safety while driving [1] . Services and applications developed to ensure driver's safety could prevent collision and prepare for dangerous situations in advance based on the location of neighboring vehicles. As most car accidents are affected by the location of neighboring vehicles, the rapid and accurate prediction of the position of neighboring vehicles is essential for the safety of the vehicles [2] . In addition to the safetyrelated services, it is crucial to recognize neighboring vehicles in the self-driving environment, such as the inter-vehicle distance maintenance service and low-speed auto-pilot services. With the growing importance of the recognizing neighboring vehicles, many researchers considered the use of Global Navigation Satellite Systems [1] , [2] , such as the Global Positioning System (GPS) [1] , [2] , with dedicate short-range communication (DSRC) [1] , [2] to transfer vehicle's location information on the vehicular AdHoc network (VANET) to achieve recognition of neighboring vehicles [3] - [5] are actively conducted. However, GPS-based system used in majority of existing studies has a slow refresh cycle owing to its high computational demands, limitations of commercial GPS, and high error rate of location information due to unexpected signal attenuation and performance of the receiving terminals as it relies on satellite signals to receive location information. With these limitations, the GPSbased system is not suitable for use in safety-related ser-vices as it requires accurate location information. Moreover, positioning errors in GPS can lead to extremely inaccurate results [6] because of the multipath problem caused by diffraction or reflection of signals by buildings in urban environment. Further, this system suffers from discontinued location update in disconnected situations such as tunnels. GPS may be an effective method for simple services, such as turn-by-turn navigation; however, the use of GPS-based location information is inappropriate in vehicle safety application, given that the suggested requirements for vehicle-safety applications in the Vehicle Safety Communications Consortium's report [7] are below 50-100 ms. Further, although the use of ranging sensors, such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR) will allow for a faster and more accurate recognition of neighboring vehicles [8] owing to sensor characteristics, recognizing a vehicle in front of a large object is difficult. In addition, LiDAR is limited to recognizing vehicles over a limited range.
Recently, owing to the development of camera performance and Computer Vision, identification of license plates by using an automatic number-plate recognition system [9] is possible; various vehicular environment information, such as vehicle-type recognition [10] and lane recognition [11] , can be obtained. However, as a single sensor system, there are limits to the distance between camera and the object to be recognized owing to the nature of the system [9] .
To solve these problems, we propose a new vehicle positioning system that can quickly and accurately recognize a wide range of vehicles with information received from front camera, a ranging sensor, a GPS, and an inertial sensor. The proposed system can extend the recognition range by sharing location information of the neighboring vehicle through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication. In addition, it can cooperatively compensate for the location error by using the location information of the neighboring vehicle observed by other vehicles. In addition, this system allows the limited tracking of vehicle not equipped with sensors and communication devices in presence of fully-equipped vehicles.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarize the problem of existing vehicle positioning systems. In Section 3, we describe the proposed CNVPS. In Section 4, we present the simulation results, and finally Section 5 concludes our work.
II. RELATED WORK
Previous research about ITS mainly utilizes vehicle-tovehicle communication to disseminate information from various sensors to neighboring vehicles [3] - [5] , [12] - [14] ; the most representative method is to use the location information obtained from the GPS sensor mounted on the vehicle. However, the accuracy of the GPS location information that can be used in the public domain has an error of 8 m on average [15] . In a complex environment, such as a tunnel or an urban area with skyscrapers, signal attenuation and multipath problems can occur, exhibiting a high error rate in GPS location information, which subsequently cannot be used. Therefore, studies have been conducted to accurately locate neighboring vehicles by complementing the problems of the GPS. To improve the accuracy of GPS, differential GPS (DGPS) was proposed that utilizes a fixed-position GPS receiver to measure and correct the error between moving GPS receivers [16] . In addition, the application of the Data Fusion technique (Kalman Filter, Particle Filtering) to multiple sensors has been proposed to measure distances and improve the accuracy of GPS. However, these aforementioned methods do not solve problems of signal attenuation or multipath, which are limitations of GPS itself. Moreover, they require additional infrastructure and equipment, such as a ground station, and a high temporal cost of computation is required to accurately correct errors. Thus, such methods are not suitable for safety-related applications requiring low latency and cycle to obtain location information.
To overcome environmental limitations, such as signal attenuation and multipath problems, the dead reckoning method [22] was proposed to estimate vehicular positioning by using velocity and direction at the initial position. However, as GPS coordination is used as the initial position, it is impossible to overcome GPS error; a large amount of error can accumulate, while new GPS location information is delayed.
In addition, studies have used Computer Vision to recognize a lane by comparing it with the stored lane images [19] . Further, Benslimane [2] modeled the current driving environment with inertial sensors and compared it with premade maps to recognize location; however, the accuracy of this method is low and the performance is influenced by the environment.
III. CNVPS
In this section, we describe CNVPS, a new method that can recognize the relative position of neighboring vehicles more accurately and quickly then existing methods.
CNVPS consists of three modules, i.e., network manager, cooperative positioning manager, and data manager, as shown in Fig. 1 ; the method is performed in three workflows, i.e., measurement, sharing, correction, as shown in Fig. 2 .
A. NETWORK MANAGER
The network manager consists of a real-time broadcaster, which shares information of the neighboring vehicles of the current vehicle with all other vehicles in the communication range, and vehicle discovery, which discovers neighboring vehicles and measures their relative positions through sensors.
The real-time broadcaster module constructs and delivers a message for location-information sharing between systems installed in each vehicle through V2V communication. The message shared with each vehicle is termed basic safety message (BSM) [21] , which is a standard message of SAE J2735. Additional information used in CNVPS is added to the optional part of the BSM. The message constructed by the real-time broadcaster consists of the current location of the current vehicle in absolute coordinates, a local map containing relative positions of neighboring vehicles directly recognized by the vehicle, and a timestamp of the message, which is broadcasted every 100 ms (the time required by the vehicle safety application) to vehicles within the DSRC communication range. The position information and local map of the current vehicle are received from the cooperative position manager, and the position information and local map received from the neighboring vehicle are passed to the cooperative position manager.
The vehicle discoverer module collects position and kinematic information (speed vector) from onboard sensors consisting of GPS and inertial sensors. We utilizes GPS in spite of its limitations, due to it is one of the most practical way to gather absolute location information, and we use GPS in tandem with various sensors and methods to improve accuracy of GPS. The relative distance and angle of each vehicle are measured by the ranging sensor, and a unique identifier, relative distance, and angle of the vehicle are obtained through license-plate analysis. By using the obtained position VOLUME 7, 2019 information, position information of the current vehicle, kinematic information, and position information of neighboring vehicle are passed to the vehicle tracker.
Vehicle identification using number plate recognition was considered due to the following reasons. Although using the ranging sensors to recognize nearby vehicles and sharing this information to extend the recognition range can accurately recognize relative position, the GPS error complicates the identification of vehicles, thus complicating the integration of position information of the neighboring vehicles sent by the neighboring vehicles of the current vehicle. To solve this problem, existing studies have chosen to match the GPS position received from a neighboring vehicle with the vehicle position recognized by the ranging sensor. However, the accuracy of the GPS and environmental limitations can cause difficulty in identification.
In case of the driving scenario shown in Fig. 3 (a) , vehicle A should recognize vehicular positioning by using information sent from other vehicles, as shown in Fig. 3 (b) . However, when using GPS, vehicle A may confuse vehicles B and D owing to low accuracy in recognizing the location information, as shown in Fig. 3 (c). In this study, to solve this problem, we identified the physical vehicle by recognizing the license plate, which is the unique identifier, by using camera and integrating the relative position information measured using the ranging sensor, thereby preventing possible vehicle confusion.
B. COOPERATIVE POSITIONING MANAGER
The cooperative positioning manager constructs a local map consisting of the location information on neighboring vehicles based on the information received from the vehicle discovery module of the network manager, and expands and compensates the local map by using the local maps received from the neighboring vehicles. In addition, the cooperative positioning manager serves to compensate the position of the current vehicle by using the position information observed by neighboring vehicles. This manager consists of three submodules: vehicle tracker, extended local-map constructor, and topology mapper.
The vehicle tracker configures the latest location information of the neighboring vehicles received from the onboard sensors to a local map. In the sharing phase, the position information of the current vehicle, comprising GPS information and local map, are transmitted through the real-time broadcaster to neighboring vehicles, notifying them about the presence of the current vehicle. The local map consists of tuples that include ObserverID, indicating the vehicle that performed the observation; ObservedID, indicating the vehicle being observed; relative position, which is the relative position of the neighboring vehicle based on the observer vehicle; Sensor, indicating the type of the sensor that performed the observation; Sensor error, indicating the error of the sensor; and Timestamp, indicating the time at which the observation was last performed.
For example, Table 1 shows the local map generated by Vehicle A in Fig. 3 . The period for broadcasting a message containing a local map (C m ) is 100 ms, the period for updating GPS (C g ) is 1000 ms, and the period for updating the kinematic information of the current vehicle from the sensor (C s ) is less than 100 ms; thus, C s < C m < C g . Therefore, the vehicle tracker uses the kinematic information from the vehicle discoverer to update the location of the vehicle by using the dead reckoning method [29] , until a message containing the next local map is received or the updated GPS information is received to provide the latest location information. Thus, in safety-related applications, the vehicle tracker can help make more precise decisions.
Moreover, when the vehicle tracker of the proposed system receives the local map from the neighboring vehicles, it updates the location information of the current vehicle according to Algorithm 1, and the variables used are as shown in Table 2 .
Line 2 shows the ObservedID, which is the observation target vehicle. Further, RelativePosition is the relative position of the observation target included in IncomingLocalMap, which is the received local map. In Line 3, the algorithm checks whether there exists an ObservedID that matches the current vehicle's ID (cvid). The presence of the matching information indicates that the neighboring vehicle directly observes the current vehicle through the sensors, and the relative position of current vehicle SRP nvid_cvid observed by neighboring vehicle (nvid) is translated to its absolute position (based on observing vehicle) according to Line 5. In Line 6, the new absolute position of current vehicle CP gps is compensated with the absolute position of current vehicle P gps . At this time, the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method [24] , [28] is used to compensate the absolute position.
MLE is a technique that can be useful in situations where the likelihood function is used to estimate the most probable parameter values based on observed samples, and generally expressed as (1), given variable X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ), p is the probability density function of X , and L (θ ) is the likelihood of the occurrence of θ
The proposed system aims to find position CP gps that can maximize the likelihood, as shown in (2), by modifying the MLE method to estimate the accurate position of the vehicle with duplicated observations. CP gps = argmax P nvid_cvid L P nvid_cvid (2) In this case, the likelihood function can be expressed in the conditional probability because relative position observed by each vehicles are independent; thus, L CP gps can be expressed as L CP gps = p P 1_cvid | CP gps p P 2_cvid | CP gps . . . p(P n_cvid |CP gps ), (3) where n is the number of elements of P nvid_cvid .
The probability density function of GPS approximates a normal distribution (N µ, E 2 ) with an average of µ and an error of E 2 . Therefore, when p P nvid_cvid | CP gps = N(µ,E 2 ), L CP gps can be expressed as (4) and the natural logarithm is taken on both sides to simplify the calculation to obtain (5).
where n is the number of elements of P nvid_cvid . Thus, the value of CP gps which maximizes L CP gps is obtained as
In addition, as proposed system C s < C m is always true, the observation time of the relative position information received from neighboring vehicles can be changed. As the vehicles are still moving, the error of the observed relative position at the time of receiving and calculating the message increases. Therefore, instead of calculating the weight of each information only by the error of the sensor, a new weight w is defined to calculate the error according to the time, and the corrected relative position CP gps is calculated. Weight w for calculating the error according to the time can be calculated through (7) . Moreover, when the velocity of the observed vehicle is V nvid , absolute position CP gps can be ultimately calculated as (8) , and position error CE 2 gps is expressed by (9) .
Finally, in Line 7, the corrected absolute position error (CE 2 gps ) is replaced with GPS position error of current vehicle (E 2 gps ) if it is lower than E 2 gps . The extended local map (ELM) constructor integrates the local map of the current vehicle constructed in the vehicle VOLUME 7, 2019 tracker with the local map received from the neighboring vehicles in the sharing phase. As the ELM contains local map information created by the vehicle tracker as well as the local information received from neighboring vehicles, it can include redundant relative position values for a specific vehicle. Fig. 2 shows the relative position values for vehicle E observed by vehicles B and C.
In addition, if all vehicles can be connected, all neighboring vehicles can be configured to the ELM. In Fig. 2 , vehicle B cannot be directly connected to vehicles A and C; however, as a common vehicle E exists, all neighboring vehicles can be connected together. However, if no vehicle exists for the connection [ Fig. 4 (a) ], and when a nonequipped vehicle is in front of vehicle A [ Fig. 4 (b) ], vehicle B cannot know the relative position of vehicle A positioned outside the range of the sensors [23] . That is, a vehicle that cannot be directly observed is not included in the local map, and cannot be included in the ELM as it is not connected to any common vehicle.
In this study, we solved this problem through Algorithm 2, in which Line 2 shows the addition of all local maps received to the ELM. Next, MissingLinks which represents vehicles that cannot be directly observed is searched for. of a MissingLink is generated using the GPS position of the current vehicle and the corresponding MissingLink; this new information on relative positions is added to the ELM so that the vehicles that cannot be directly observed are also included in the ELM. Fig. 4 (b) shows that vehicle B generates the relative position information of vehicle A by using the GPS position information of the current vehicle and vehicle A so that the corresponding information is included in the ELM. As the relative position information is derived based on the GPS information, the sensor error value is set to an error value of the GPS error.
CNVPS also considers the case in which vehicles equipped with a CNVPS system (fully equipped vehicle) and without CNVPS (nonequipped vehicle) are mixed; a situation in which nonequipped vehicle E is in front of fully equipped vehicle A, as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . Vehicle B does not know the existence of vehicle E but vehicle A recognizes the license plate of the vehicle in front of it, identifies the vehicle, and transmits the observation information to the neighboring vehicles so that vehicle B knows about the existence of vehicle E. The ELM is then passed to the topology mapper.
The topology mapper uses the ELM information from the ELM constructor in the correction phase to compensate for the lower error by using the relative position information of the vehicles redundantly observed by different neighboring vehicles. To compensate, the topology mapper uses the MLE method [24] , [28] similar to that used in the vehicle-tracker module, and the variables used are listed in Table 3 . In the proposed system, at the sharing phase, the relative position information received from the neighboring vehicle is composed of the ELM, which allows duplication of the observation values for the same vehicle. In the correction phase, if observation information about the same vehicle exists among the relative position information received from neighboring vehicles, the relative position information is integrated and compensated as one relative position information. First, all the relative position information in the ELM is converted into relative position information RP cvid_nvid based on the current vehicle. As RP value for a specific nvid can be more than 1, it is defined as set SRP cvid_nvid .
The CNVPS modifies the MLE method to estimate the accurate position of a vehicle with a duplicate observation and aims to find position CRP nvid that maximizes the likelihood, as shown in (10) . (10) By using the same method as described for the vehicle tracker, the CRP nvid value that maximizes L (CRP nvid ) is calculated as
Finally, the compensated position of CRP nvid of the vehicle is obtained as in (12) , and position error CE 2 nvid of each vehicle is obtained as in (13) .
The received ELM can be represented as a graph, and if more than two edges exist for one vehicle, it is observed from different neighboring vehicles. The topology mapper integrates the observed relative position information with one relative position information, and the corrected local map is passed to local map data.
C. DATA MANAGER
The data manager provides a means to access the information generated by the proposed system and the information contained in the BSM sent by the neighboring vehicle through the API. The vehicle-related application can access the data manager and obtain information about the neighboring vehicle including the vehicle's current position, speed, direction, acceleration, break, steering angle, and relative position information, as well as the relative position calculated by the proposed system.
The local map data provides information of the neighboring vehicles, such as license plate ID, relative position coordinates, and the last updated time, to the upper application by using an ELM containing the compensated relative position constructed in the cooperative positioning manager.
The peer data manages the information of neighboring vehicles delivered to the BSM, which is configured as shown in Table 4 , and contains information that can be used in vehicle-safety applications not including the CNVPS. The information about each vehicle is managed according to the unique ID of a vehicle, and information about a vehicle can be searched for by using this unique ID, which can be found in the ELM of the local map data; this can be used by applications to obtain recent information. 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To compare the performance of CNVPS to existing GPS-based systems, performance evaluation was performed by simulating virtual road and communication environment. The simulation was performed using the Vehicle in Network Simulation (Veins) Framework [25] .
The Veins Framework is used for simulating V2V communication-based applications, which can simulate road environment and wireless network simultaneously. The framework uses simulation of urban mobility (SUMO) [26] for simulating a road environment and OMNet++ [27] for simulating a wireless network environment. Information on the software used is shown in Table 5 , and hardware used is shown in Table 6 . 
A. SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION SCENARIO
To simulate the CNVPS and GPS-based system, network and wireless simulation were performed based on 802.11p protocol, which is the most typical network protocol in V2V communication. In addition, sensors used were assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with error of 1.5 m. The simulation scenarios were implemented and tested on three environments, i.e., expressway, intersections, and urban environment, and the scenarios are as follows.
Scenario 1 assumes the case of a highway environment, with Fig. 5 showing the scenario map, and consists of a straight line with gentle corners and six lanes. Vehicles on this road are divided into four groups, with twelve cars spawning in the random lanes for each group, driving on a group basis. The characteristics of each group are acceleration, deceleration, vehicle length, and maximum speed of the vehicle, as shown in Table 7 . Scenario 2 assumes the case of a crossroad with traffic lights. The scenario map is as shown in Fig. 6 , showing a crossroad, in which four roads of two lanes intersect, and traffic lights exist on each road. Vehicles on this road are divided into four groups, with twelve cars spawning in random lanes for each group, driving on a group basis. The characteristics of each group are acceleration, deceleration, vehicle length, and maximum speed of the vehicle, as shown in Table 8 .
Scenario 3 assumes the case of an urban environment. The scenario map is as shown in Fig. 7 , and an actual urban road is modeled. This road modeling creates an environment similar to that of a real road, including elements such as speed limits and traffic lights. Vehicles on this road are divided into four groups, with 40 cars spawning in random lanes for each group, driving on a group basis. The characteristics of each group are acceleration, deceleration, vehicle length, and maximum speed of the vehicle, as shown in Table 9 . 
B. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To compare the CNVPS proposed in this paper with the existing GPS-based system, we compared the average relative position error obtained through CNVPS with the average GPS-based relative position error, and set the root mean square (RMS) error of the GPS to 8 and 15 m to measure the impact of GPS's accuracy to that of CNVPS. In addition, the error and recognition rates of the vehicles were measured when the ratio of the CNVPS-equipped vehicle was 50%-100% of the total vehicles when CNVPS-equipped vehicle and unequipped vehicles were mixed. Fig. 8 shows the simulation result when the RMS error of the GPS was 15 m. In the case for every vehicle equipped with CNVPS, the relative position error is reduced to 26% of the GPS error, and no significant difference is observed when the CNVPS-equipped vehicle ratio is high for each scenario. However, as CNVPS-equipped vehicle ratio decreases, the relative position errors in scenarios 1 and 3 are greatly increased, while that of scenario 2 is not. In scenario 1, the vehicle is driving at a high speed and its density is relatively low. Therefore, as the ratio of CNVPSequipped vehicles decreases, the number of vehicles that cannot be tracked increases, thus increasing the chances of error in the application of the cooperative position compensation. This in turn leads to an increased error.
Scenario 3 also shows that the error increases as the ratio of CNVPS-equipped vehicles decreases, due to frequent turnaround, low vehicle densities, and limited communication because of buildings. In contrast, scenario 2 shows no significant increase in the error even when CNVPS-equipped vehicle ratio decreases owing to high vehicle density and low vehicle speed. Fig. 9 shows the simulation result when RMS error of GPS is 8 m. Compared to the above-mentioned results, the RMS error of GPS decreases, and the error of CNVPS decreases. Thus, the performance of CNVPS increases with the improvement of GPS performance.
FIGURE 9. Position error according to CNVPS-equipped ratio (GPS RMS 8M).
The GPS has a direct impact on its RMS error and shows a large average error. In contrast, when every vehicle is equipped with CNVPS, it shows 27% error than the GPS-based error; this is an improvement by 370%. In addition, the error rate was confirmed to be maintained lower than that in an GPS-based system, even though the error rate increases when CNVPS-equipped-vehicle ratio decreases.
Regarding system latency, CNVPS generate location information at least every 100 ms (C m ), which is period for broadcasting local map, and it is 10 times faster than period for GPS update, which is 1000 ms (C g ).
And End-to-End latency for CNVPS, which is important as CNVPS is real-time system, is measured in two part. System overhead latency, which is latency induced by position compensation algorithms in CNVPS, and V2V communication latency, which is latency of network between cars. In simulation, we measured system overhead to be less than 1 ms in our environment, and V2V communication latency to be less than 1 ms as well. As time constraint required by vehicle VOLUME 7, 2019 safety application is 100ms, end-to-end latency for CNVPS, which is less than 2ms, it is insignificant in terms of real-time system, and as suggested algorithms used in CNVPS are in linear complexity, it can be said that it is suitable as real-time system.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a CNVPS, which is a vehicle positioning system that provides low error and high refresh rate of location information of neighboring vehicles required by the critical safety-related services of ITS. To address the high error rate and low refresh rate of location information in existing GPS-based systems, CNVPS utilizes not only GPS but also cameras, a ranging sensor, and inertial sensors to recognize neighboring vehicles, cooperatively compensate via V2V communication, and expand the recognition range.
The simulation results show that the CNVPS achieves 370% accuracy than the existing GPS-based system, and 10 times faster location refresh rate because of the use of location compensation algorithm and dead reckoning. The proposed system can provide the location of a wide range of neighboring vehicles quickly and accurately; therefore, it is expected to contribute toward a safe driving environment as various safety services can be provided.
As a future work, systems with lower error margins must be researched as higher vehicle densities may result in narrow gaps between vehicles; this requires a low range of errors. Further, systems with better performance for vehicles with and without V2V communications are required. His research interests include embedded systems, big data systems, cyber physical systems, and Linux systems. VOLUME 7, 2019 
